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I’wrIoNALADVISCRY ccMMrmEE FUR AERONAUTICS
TECHNICAL NCYI!E3966
coMFREsslBm LAMINAR BOUNDARY LINER OVER A YAWED mFRmrE cYLrNDER
WITH HEAT TRMSFER AND ARBITRARY PRMDTL NUMm#
By Eli Reshotko and Ivsn E. Beckwith
SUMMARY
The equations for develo_&mentof the compressible lamb= boundary
_ mer a yawed infinite cyltider sre presented. For compressible
flow with a pressure gradient the chordwise and spanwise flows are not
independent. & use of the Stewsrtson transfomation snd a linear
viscosity-temperature relation, a set of three simltaneous oriUmary
differential equations is obtained in a form yield3mg similar solutions.
These eqyatims me solved for stagnation-line flow for surface temper-
atures from zero to twice the free-stresm staaat ion temperature and for
a wide range of yaw angle and free-stresm Mach mmiber.
s The results indicate that the effect of yaw cm the heat-transfer
coefficient at the st~ation line depends markedly on the free-stream
Mach nmiber. For subsonic Mach mmibers the decrease d heat-tramf er
t coefficimt with yaw angle A is about +“& tiich is the decrease
for ticompressible flow. However, for stream Mach mmibers greater thsn
about 2, the variation in heat-trsnsfer coefficient with yaw angle is
somewhat less than cos A, except when the normal component of the
stream Mach nmiber is subsonic; then the variation tends to approach
~=A. This decrease in heat-trsmfer coefficient with yaw singleis
practically independent of wsll temperature snd Prsmdtl number for the
values of these parameters used in the present calculaticms. The re-
covery factor, defined in terrnsof the local external temperature, cm
be approxhated as the square root of the Prsndtl number for the range
of yaw angle, Mach nuniber,and Prsndtl nwiber included in the
calculations.
%Ms report cmbines the results of two independent investigations,
one at the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory snd the other at the
~eY Aeronautical-Laboratory. The principal results of the investi-
gateion at the Lewis laboratory were presented by the senior author be-
fore the 1956 Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Tnstitute at Stanford
* University on June 22, 1956. A brief writtem version of that talk
appears tn the proceedings of the institute (ref. 1).
v
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An unusual result of the solutions is that for lxuge yaw angles and
strean Mach nunibersthe chordwise velocity withti the bounda~ layer ex- P
ceeds the local exbernal chordwise velocity, even for a highly cooled
wall.
3NTRODUCTICIN
As flight speeds are increased, the problem of aerodynamic heating
becomes more serious, and the temperatures of critical areas such as the
nose of an aircraft or the wing leaitlagedge may exceed the design spec-
ifications. An accurate knowledge of the laminar-boundary-l~er charac-
teristics then becomes desirable, not only for predicting heat-transfer
rates, but +SO for the purpose of calculating the stability of the
boundary-layer flow. The yawed infinite cylinder simulates a~roxhtely
the leadtig edge of a swept-back wimg or of a body of high fineness ra-
tio at angle of attack and also snows a basic simplification of the
bounda~-layer theory.
Almost sinniltsmeousl.y,Prandtl (ref. 2], Strumtisky (ref. 3], Jones
(ref. 4), snd Sears (ref. 5) observed that for incompressible flow over
a yawed infinite cylinder the boundary-layer development in the chordwise
direction (normal.to the cylinder axis) is independent of the spantise
flow. For compressible flow, however, this “independenceprinciple” does
I
not apply, because the density v=iat ion must depend on the velocities h
both the chordwise direction and the spamd.se direction (refs. 3 and 6). Y
Where the independence principle applies, the solutions for boundary-
layer development in the chordwise plane are those which have been ob-
tained for incompressibletwo-dimensional flow. A number of investiga-
tors have integrated the spanwise momentum equation for the vsrious solu-
tions to this problem. Sears (ref. 5) has obtained the spsmise solution
corresponding to the series-type soluticm about a cylinder. WIUd (ref.
7}, by an integral technique, has obtained the spanwise solution for
Eowarth’s e~ipt ic cyk!.nder,and Cooke (ref. 8] has tabulated the span-
wise solutions correspmding to Eartree’s solutions (ref. 9) to the equa-
tions of Falkner smd Skaa. Further, Goland (ref. 10) has shown that the
heat-transfer coefficient of a yawed cyltider varies as the sqpare root
of the Reynolds m.miberbased on the normal component of the stream veloc-
ity. Thus, for a given stresm velocity, the heat-transfer coefficient
decreases as the sqpare root of the cosine of the yaw angle. This de-
crease in heat-trsnsfer coefficient is associated with the ticrease in
boundary-layer thicbess due to yaw.
For compressible flow where the independence principle does not apply, “
the momentum eqyations for both the chordwise flow snd the spanwise flow
must be solved simultaneously. Solutions to the compressible-flowprob- 9
lem with zero heat transfer and a Praadtl nuniberof 1 have been given by
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Crabtree (ref. 11) and Tinkler (ref. 12). Both of these solutims are
for flows where the spanwise &ch mmiber at the sta~at ion ltie of the
a cylinder is 1 or less. Consequently, for high stresm Mach nuuibers these
solutims apply only to cases where the yaw angle is mall. From the
observation that for a I?rsndtlnuniberof 1 the energy equation ~d the
spsntise nmmentum egyations sre similsr (ref. 6}, Moore [ref. 13) has
indicated the form that Crabtree’s equations take for a noninsulated
surface.
The present report -ends the wurk of Crsbtree, !Mnkler, ad More
to the more general case of arbitrary Prandtl nmber smd an isothermal
wdl at arbitrary temperature in flows where both Mch nuniberand yaw
_ maybe large. The boundary-lsyer eqpations are first simplified
by the assumptim of a linear viscosi.ty-
?~:%:l=e==%%%application of Stewartsm 1s transfomat ion
tem of partial clifferential equations is simplfiied further by assming
a an sxternal chordwiae velocity distribtiion of the Fallmer-Skan type in
3 the transformed coordinate system. The conditions required to reduce
the system to ordtisry clifferential equations are discussed. Numerical
$ solutions for st~at ion-line flow with Fm.udtl nwibers of 1 and 0.7 are
presented. Expressions are given for shear, heat transfer, and the vari-




The compressible-boundary-layereqmt ions for a three-dimensional
flow are obtained by application of the Prandtl bmm~-layer assmqy
tions to the general equt ions governing the motion of a compressible,
viscous, heat-conducttig gas (see, e.g., refs. 6 and 13). tie of these
assu@ions which msy be emphastied for the present a~licat ion is that
the boundary-layer thiclmess is small cqed with the local radius of
curvature of the surface. Consequently, the pressure gradient normal to
the surface may be neglected, and the boundary-layer eqpations are eas-
pected to be valid in the region of the stagnation line on a yawed
cyltider.
The boundary-layer equations for a yawed infinite cylinder are ob-
tained from the three-dimensional boundary-1.syerequations by nottig
4that all spanwise derivatives are identically
tem used is defined by the fo~owing sketch:
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zero. The coordinate sys-
e
where the x-coordinate is the distance along the cyMnder surface mas-
ured ti the chordtise direction from the leading-edge stagnation line,
y is the spsnwise coordinate, and z is the coordinate normal to the
cylinder surface. (AJJ synibolsare defined ti appendix
The equations of motion of the steady compressible
























(1) to (4) are:
U=v=w= 0 ‘d H=”w ~~=o
u= Uej v =ve, and H=He





where tw is a Wown function of x, and ~ my be taken as any de-
sired functim of tw, such as the Sutherland viscosity-temperature
equation. The chordwise velocity outside the boundsxy layer satisfies
the follotig fom of Bezmoulli’s equation:
(5)
R
since fram equation (2c) the pressure is cinstant in the direction nor-
mal to the surface.
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Stewartson’s Ekcsnsformation
#
The velocities in the equations of motion (eqs. (1) to (3)] can be >
replaced through the definiticm of a stream functicm:
(6)
so that the continuity eqwtion (eq. (1]] is automatically satisfied.
Stewartson’s trsmsfomation (ref. 14) is now titrcduced, and h a




()%T to——The quantitY ~ ~w of eqpation (7) is exactly
erence 15. The transfo=d coordinates are now
case letters (X,Z), end the subscript e refers to local.conditions at
the outer edge of the boundary layer (exbernal). The subscript O re-
fers to free-stream stagnation values.
the qpszltity A of ref-
represented by upper-
With the assumptions of ccnstant I?remdtlnmiber, constant specific
heat, sud an isothemal surface and by use of the adiabatic energy equa-
tion for the external flow




















cd ties the effect of both yaw angle snd Mach nuuber in
a single psrameter. The physical interpretation of this psrsmetxm is
simply the ratio of the total or stagnation temperature of the stream to
the stagnation tarperature of the normal compment of the stresm The
v=iat ion of the parameter with yaw @e for variow Mach nunibersis
to
< sec2 A and.becmues largeshown in figure 1. It is seen that —
%0
only for large yaw sngles cad tied with high Mch nuxbers.
For a Prandtl number of 1, g = 8, since eqpatims (lI_)~d (I2) are
shilsr and since the functions g and 6 satisfy the same boundary
conditions.













be useful ti formulating integral methods for
boundary layers over yawed cylinders.
s~ solutions
solutions, sn external flow of the Fa3her-S~
ue=@ (20] ,






* = f(q) —
m+l
6 = e(~)
yields the system of differential equations
(21)
g“ + fg’ = o (22b]
.
=.









At T)+co 1 (24)g f’=g=e=l
Since u= may h general depend on x, the right meniberof the
energy eqpation (eq. (22c)) is not yet functiondly consistent with the
s left meder fa arbitrary Ue and Pr. The right meniberof the equ-
tion must be zero or a function of q to be consistent with the left




chordwtse velocity =Y be a constant other than zero, 2) the external
chordwise v~locity may be zero, (3) the Prandtl nmiber may equal 1, (4)
.-
thefactor~+(~~] may approach the constant
corresponding to hypersonic flow, or (5) the ratio
may equal 1.
q#o = COS2 A
of specific heats T
Independence Principle
The independence principle can be demonstrated from the general
system of equtions (22). The chordwise mamentum eqpaticm (eq. (22a))
is independent of the spanwise mcmentm snd ener~ equs.tions under the
following Conditi.ms:
(1) Flat-plate flows (m= j3= 0) for all Mach numbers, Prandtl num-
bers, end heat transfers
(2) The conditims to =
~~ k = to, which correspcmd to ticom-
pressible flow
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Independence does not exist for coqressible flow with pressure gradient,
even for zero heat transfer.
Stagnation-Line Flow
All solutions presented in this report are for stagnation-line flow
where m = P = 1. Two of the previously described requirements for sim-
ilarity are separately considered in these solutions. The first require-
ment is that of Prandtl number eqwl to 1. The systemof equations (22)
for this case is reduced to the follotig two differential equations,
since equations (22b) and (22c) become identical:
otoflft+ fff~= f,2-1- ()‘o ‘w%0 l(l-e2}-——- %O tO 1(1-e) (25a)
with the boundary conditions:
At II+CQ
+f8’=0 (25b]
f’=e=o 1 l(26] ,
f’=e=l
J




reference 15, while for the insulated surface — = 1 for Pr = 1
they reduce to those of Crabtree (ref. n). ‘o
The second requirement considered is that of zero @ernal. chord-










1 (1 - 8) (27a)













With heat traqsfer the boundary conditions of equations (27) are
4 equations (24.).
For the case of the insulated wall an additicmal
is necesssry, since the wall teqeratuxe is no longer




stagnation-line flow becomes, with
(21),
For the insulated surface, ~ = O; snd stice





use of expressions (8),
(29)
with arbitrary Prandtl nwn-
equal to the stqtion
temperature, the additional boundary condition frcm equation (29) is
e;=o (30)
L
Thus, for,the insulated surface with arbitrsmy Prandtl ntier, e uations
i t(27} are solved stiject to the conditions of equations 24) sad 30).
For ccmvenience in coruputig, the temperature ratio )tw to was replaced
by the folltig expressicm involving the local recovery factor ~w:
tw tav ()%() %0—=— .gwl-~+~‘o ‘o (31)
Values of ~w then resulted from the solutims.
Equations (25) snd (27) were solved numerical-lYfor both insulated
snd noninsulated surfaces. The techniques used at the two laboratories
were different. These techniques are discussed h appendix B. It is
interesttng and gratifyhg to note that the different techniques yielded
numerical results which were in excellent ~ee~t.
PROPERTIES m SOLUTIONS
h the follow5ng sections the solutions obtained in






f’, f“, g, g’, e,
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Table I shows the values of f, f’, f“, e, and 8’
q for a Prandtl number of 1. Table 11 presents f,
and e’ against n for a Prsndtl number of 0.7.
Thle lll-presents a summary-of the &lues of f; (related to wall











of tales I and 11.2
Velocity snd Rrthalpy Profiles
and spsmwise velocity and enthalpy profiles obtained
solutions are presented as functions of q in fig-




the definitions of ~, z, and q. It should be remembered that
for the Pr = 1 solutions the normalized temperature ad spsnwise ve-
locity profiles sre identical..For Pr = 0.7 (fig. 3) the spanwise
velocity and enthalpy profiles are separately plotted. The distance z
d
normal to the surface at a given station x in the physical plene is
related to the similarity variable ~ through relations (8) end (21) *




t ()tw—=l+— - 1(1-‘0 to
.
‘Coqsrison of the results of reference l.1with the solution given
here for Pr = 1, tw/to = 1) *o/%. = 1.2 shows that the present val-
ues for f‘ and 0 (correspondingto fi + M; and gl + ug2 in the
notation of ref. 11) are consider&M.y larger thsm the values given in
reference l.1at the ssme ~. Accord3ng to private communicaticm with
Dr. Crabtree, the origtial numerical results of reference 11 were in
error. The corrected results obtained from Dr. Crabtree, also by
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The differences in the profiles for &lf’ferentvalues of the yaw-
angle parsneter t~~O and the wall-temperature parameter tw/t~ (fig.
2) can be attributed to the effect of compressibility, stice for incmn-
pressible flow the chordwise velocity profiles and the temperature pro-
files are independent of the spanwise flow. The chordwise velocity ra-
tios are especially affected by compressibility; for l&rge values of
%/%0 these ratios are greater than 1 within the boundary layer, even
for cases where the wall is highly cooled. This same phenomenon has
been observed in solutions of the two-dimensional ccxupressible boundary
layer (e.g., refs. 15 azui16) for cases of a heated wall and favorable
pressure gradient and in reference 15 was termed velocity overshmt.
Accord@g to reference M, the physical explsmation for this effect is
that when the wa13.is heated the density in the outer part of the bound-
> SXY X= is reduce. sufficiently so that the local flow is accelerated
more than the external flow. The same basic explanation appears plaus-
ible in the present solutions, except that the additional heat required
a to reduce the local density is generated by the shea of the spanwise
boundary layer, and hence the phenomenon can occur even when the wall
temperature is less than the recovery temperature. The solutions given
by l&ore for the ccmpressible-boun~-layer eqyations for a cone at
lsrge angle of attack (ref. 17) also show s~ar results; that is, the
circumferentid velocity ratios are greater than unity wlthim the bound-
axy layer. Furthermore, this effect becomes larger as the angle of
attack of the cone is reduced.3 IiIthe present solutions this is sml.-
ogous to increasin. the yaw angle, which slso has the effect of imcreas-
in. the excess of the local velocities wer the external velocity. Note
sLso that this excess chordwise velocity is reduced by reducing the wall
temperature, as tight be expecte. from tk preced~. d~c~si~.
S& solutions were compute. with Pr = O.7; three of these are for
zero heat transfer and give a recovery factor, and three sxe for a tem-
perature ratio t#o = 0.5 corresponding to a cooled well. The veloc-
ity and enthalm profiles for these solutions are shown in figure 3, and
the numerical values of the functions are given in tables 11 and III.
.




For correspond@ values of




and for (tw/tO) = 0.5, the f’, g,
as those for Pr = 1. For
tw = taw, the f’ smd g profiles are also similar to those for
Pr =1 with tw= to; however, the e profiles for M = 0.7 and
tw = taw (fig. 3(b)) are considerabl.ydifferent from the corresponding
profiles for Pr = 1. The fact that e > 1 for this case indicates
that the local stagnation enthalpy within the boundary layer exceeds the
stagnation enths@y outside the boundary layer. This excess of local
stagnation enthalpy over the external value for zero heat transfer (and
also to a lesser extent for a cooled wall) is apparently caused by the
relative ticrease in the qusmtity of heat conducted away from the wall
into the outer layers of the boundsry layer when Pr <1. For Pr = 1
and zero heat trsusfer (tw = to
$
the relative effects of viscosity and
conductivity are balanced snd
— = 1 throughout the boundary layer.
%
These sane effects have been previously noted in solutions of the flat-
plate boundary layer (e.g., ref. 18).
The domains of velocity and temperature overshoot can be identified
with the aid of the asymptotic solution to equations (27)(appendti C).
For simplicity the discussion that follows is restricted to a Prandtl
number of 1. A more general treatment is given in a~ndix C.
a
The asymptotic expressions for chordwise and spantie velocity func-




Examination of eqyation (361 shows that for large ~ the term ~olving
Al is dominant, and thus (f’ - 1) will have the same sign as Al. Stice
the g function for a Prandtl number of 1 (fig. 2) always approaches its
boundary condition from below, Al is always positive, and consequently
the existence of chordwise velocity overshoot depends d3rectl.yon whether -
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[ (+-j+~(~-1)’l,S,ositive. ~isqm.i.:sthe qmt ity 2
positive when ~tw+t~>
shoot is shown in figure
is only a small range of
For Prs.udtlnunibers
temperature profile must
2tNo . The domain of chordwise velocity over-
4. It may be seen that for cold surfaces there
yaw @es in which no overshoot occurs.
other thsn 1, the behavior of the s.~tion-
be considered separately frmn the spanwise ve-
locity ptiftie. From appendix C the asyn&ot ic variation of- 8 is
-—
2
F@e 3 indicates that even for a Prandtl nuniberof 0.7 the obtained
spanwise velocity profil.esapproach the boundary ccmdition from below;
hence ~ is positive from ecjpati.n(37). For Prsnd.1 n-era less
t- 1 the dominant term in equation (38) is the last one; thus the ex-
istence of temperature overshoot is dependent on whether the qutity
p ~) ]tw‘— ‘~- 1 is negative. The quantity is negative when the
—- 1
numerator is positive wi.h ~/t. <1. It ~t of c~se be re~i~ed
are always higher thsm the stream ..agnation temperature. Ih appendix
C it is shown that the chordwise velocity overshoot domain for a Prand.1
number of 0.7 is the ssme as for a Prandtl ntier of 1. Thus for a cold
wall with Pr = 0.7, velocity overshoot and enthalpy overshoot occur
stiultaneously. The various regicms of overshoot sre summarized in
figure 4.
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Skin Friction
The chordwise and spsmwise components of shesr stress at the wall
sze defined, respectively, as
(39)
(40)




For the specific case of






stagnation-ltie flow Ue = CX the qpantity
chordwise velocity gradient as follows:
(43)
By use of equation (43), equations (39) sud (40} csn then be written in
the form of skin-friction coefficients based on free-stresm conditions,







At the stagaation line itself the chordwise velocity in the boundary
layer is identicdly zero; hence there is zero chordwise viscous shear-




of interest, since it caa be used in calculating cf,c frcnnequation
(44) in the region close to the st~ation line. For the presented solu-
tions, values of f: sre surmarized in table III and plotted in figure
5. SignMicsnt increases in the wall-shear function occur with increaaes
in the yaw parsmeter %0/%0 “ This is sm indication of the effect of
lack of independencebetween the spsmwise and chordwise flows.
In the evaluation of the spanwise skin-friction coefficient for a
Prandtl nmiber of 1, the function ~ is exactly 6& as tndicated in
table III snd in figure 6. For a Prsndtl nmkr of 0.7 the values of
~ for the obtained solutions are listed in table III. It may be read-
ily seen from the table that for correspondtig values of surface temper-
ature and yaw psrameter
*d%. there is very little effect of Prandtl




me generally present in boundary layers whenever
pressure gradient impressed by the free-stream flow
is different from the external flow direction. A comparison of the di-
rections of the surface streamline and a corresponding streamline in the
external flow provides a masuxe of the degree of secondary flow in the
boundsxy layer.
The dtrection CL of the streamline in the vicinity of the surface
is given by the expression
()%W
_ ‘c _ uef;tan%=
m
(46)
z w ‘s ‘e%










is then indicative of the degree of secondary flow in the boundary layer.










Values of the ratio f~/~ for the obtatied solutions are given in
table III and are also plotted in figure 7. As the yaw parameter is in-
creased, large relfitiveincreases in the secondary flow are obtained. b
Heat Transfer and Adiabatic Wall Temperature r
Slw
The heat-transfer coefficient is defiued as h = ~ - t and by
use of equations (7), (8), (21), and (28) may be writt&win t~e dimen-
sionless form
In terms of @ysical quantities the heat-trsnsfer coefficient




The pertinent parameter from the exact solutions is the quantity
. .
(tw-:w)e~For a Prsndtl nmhr of 1, where taw = to, this quan-
tity reduces just to e;. However, for Prsndtl numbers other than 1,
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the comp&e expressim is necessary, and the adiabatic wall temperature
is required.
‘qmtity(::w-fiw)
13~ for stagnatim-ltie flow is
plotted in figure 6 for the present solutions. Figures 5 and 6 show
that, while yaw tends to increase both the wall-shear and the heat-
transfer functions, the magnitude of the effect on heat transfer is much
smaller than the corresponding effect on wall shesz. For instsuce, for
to
~
S 2 snd A < 450, which fram figwre 1 includes all free-stream Mach
nunibers,the heat-transfer psmmeter is increased less thsn 13 percark
to
over the value for — =
%0 1“
This indicates
problems the effects of lack of independence
be of great significance.
A cmparison of the solutions for pr =
t-.
that for many practical
on heat transfer may not
0.7 snd Pr=l at
— = 0.5 indicates that the effect of Prandtl nmiber on the heat-trmsf er
t;
parsmeter is essentially independent of the yaw parameter and csn be
approximately accounted for by the unyawed stagnation-point flow modi-
fication proposed by Squire (ref. 19):
(51)
The adiabatic wall or recovery tenprature at the stagmt ion line
caa be calculated frcm eqyation (31), where the quantity ~w is the
local recovery factor deftied
t
- %?~
c. ‘ t:- ~ (52)
o
Values.of ~ have been.calculated and are presented in table IV. The
values for inconrpressi.bleflow (t@No = 1) have been calculated by the
method described in appendix D, while those for t~%o >1 snd w = 0.7
were obtained by solving eqmtions (27) subject to the boundary condi-




The results for t~~o = 1 msy be closely represented b~ Pr0”46,
and for t~~o > 1 there is only a slight rise in recovery factor from
the incompressiblevalue. It is th~ felt that
tional laznhar recovery factor Prl/2 would be
purposes.
The local recovery factor may be converted
the use of the conven-
adequate for most
to a recovery factor 9?
based on free-stream temperature through the expressicm -
-.
t
a = aw--tt=’= 1
- (1 - ~w)sin2 A (53)
‘O w
Remolds Analogy
From equations (41) sud (49) a Reynolds snalogy parameter between




‘(if)-Wtw (54)- tw ‘%
For
the
a Rrs.udtlnuniberof 1 this reduces to 2f~6;, which is just twice
secondary-flow parameter listed in table 111 and plotted in figure 7.
A more titeresting snd perhaps more useful Reynolds smalo
r)
can be
written in terms of the spsnwise shear.
(51),




This latter approx~te relation applies to -allthe.present solutions,
since for a Prandtl nmiber of 1, ~ = e;; and the results showm in table
111 indicate that (g#==l
.
is approximately equal.to (~)~o 7. me
-.
resemblance of equation (55) to the conventiona3 flat-plate Reynolds







fra equation (35). By
21
Boundery-Layer Thickness
thickness in the physical plene cam be computed
deftiition of the boundary-lsyer thickness 5
as the value of z at which 6 = 0.9990 (i.e., q-= ?;)~ the expression
for boundary-lsyer thiclmess for a Prandtl nmiber of 1 becomes (frcm
eq. (35))
This expression has been evaluated for a range of values of tw/to, and
the results are shown h figure 8. The actual boundary-layer thiclmess
my then be ccmputed easily for any given conibinationof flow variables
and wall temperature.
ENGINEERING EEWI’—TMNSFER RELATKNS FCR STAGN1.TI~-L~ FLOW
The local rate of heat transfer ta the wall per unit WS3L area is
. calculated from the relation
q~ = h(taw - tw) (57)
l
which requ-s a knowledge of the heat-trsnsfer coefficient h sad the
adiabatic well temperature taw.
The adiabatic wall temperature at the stagnation lhe is obtained
eqmticm (52) with the-recovery factor ev&ated from table IV.
The expression for heat-traasfer co=fficient is
TO evaluate the heat-transfer coefficient h in the sta~ation-ltie
region of a given yawed cylinder, it is necessary to evaluate‘the fluid
p~ti ies at the wa12, the choflw$e velocity gradient (due/dx) and
.
~w- ;),,.the heat-trsnsfer Pmeter t The evaluation of these it-
with consideration of the effects of yaw is discussed in the following
m paragraphs.
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l
Fluid Properties at the Wall
The thermal conductivity snd absolute viscosity can be considered
as functions of temperature alone, but the density varies also with the
pressure according to the eqyation of state. The static pressure is
determined from the inviscid flow. When the chordwise component of the
free-stresm velocity is supersonic, the wall pressure at the stagnation
line is that w~ch wouldbe sensedby a pitot tube placed normal to the








(Were ~m=Mmcos A). For subsonic cho?Ytwiseflow
PwSz ( 2 r-l—= ~+r-lPm 2 %)m
ChordWise Velocity Gradient
Based on the observation (refs. 20 and 21) that for
cylimders at free-stresm Mach mmibers greater than 2 the
ficient vaxies about the cylinder aa
(59}
.




was derived. This relation in dimensionless form is
(60)
(61)
Penland (ref. 20) further observed that equation (60) reasonably repre- ‘ “
sents the chordwise pressure distribution over a yawed cylinder. There-
fore, eqyation (61) for a yawed cylinder becomes just a function of the *
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b
normal Mach number. With a nomal Wch nunibergreater than about 2 and
\ upon introduction of the proper stagnation-line fluid properties, eqya-
tion (61) becomes
:2=%{-) ’62)
It must be remembered that in eqpation (62) ~ is the chordwise coqo-
nent of the free-stresm velocity.
For subsonic chordwise flow (according to ref. 22),
~ due
—— = 4(1 - 0.416 ~ - 0.164 ~m)
Um dx C9
Relations (62) sud (63) are plotted in figure 9 along with available
data on the chordwise velmity gradient frmn references 20 and 23 to 25.
It is to he noted that for subsonic normal Mach ntiers the experimental
~ due
values of — — differ somewhat from the values of eqpation (63). It isUm ax
.
therefore recom.ended that these ~erimentsl values be used ti place of
the equation. The broken line h figure 9 in the region 0.8 < ~ cos Am
a < 1.5 was drawn as an estimate of the velocity-gradient variation, stice
neitheireqyation (62) nor equation (63) is strictly applicable and there
are no experimental data available for that range.
Heat-l&smsfer Parameter
For the general case of arbitrary Prandtl number and surface temper-
ature it is reasonable to assume from equt ion (51) that
(64)
Values of (6# may be obtained frcm either table III or figure 6.
1%=1
When equations (58) to (64) are conibinedas required, equation (50)





Effect of Yaw Angle snd
Coefficient at
The ratio of yawed to normal
cylinder with the same conditions’











of free-stream and surface temperatures
.
g,( )_‘Ae’‘&o *1 (66)
This relation is plotted in figure 10 as a function of yaw sngle
()
tw
and Mach nuniberfor u essentially insulated surface ~ = 1 . The val-
()
~ due o
Ueof —— for these calculations was taken as the modified Newtonian
Um dx
value for ~ cos A> 1.5 (eq. (62)) and frcm the dotted line of figure 9
for ~ cos A< 1.5.
—
. (‘oFor incompressibleflow —‘No
heat-transfer coefficientbecomes
)= 1 the ratio
= (COS A)l/2
=-




which is exactly that indicated experimentally for hot wires by Schubauer
and Klebanoff (ref. 26). For subsonic speeds the yaw effect is very
close to that for ticompressible flow. !l?hecur vefor~=lis insome
doubt because of the lack of suitable experimental information on the
chordwise velocity gradient. The effect ofya.w for supersonic flow de-
pends on the normal component of the stream Mh nuaiber. ti the region
tiere the normal component of the strqsm =h number is supersmic, tk
curves of the mtio of yawed to normal.heat-transfer coefficient are all
.—
very close to each othe~ and somewhat
normal Mach nunibqrbecomes transonic~
large yaw amgle where the normal Mach
to approach a (COS A)1~2 variation.
below cos A (fig. 10). As the
the ratio exceeds cos A, and at
mmib~. is subsonic, the curves @nd
*
A
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The influence of the exact solutions reported hereti can be seen by
8 comparing the curve for ~ = 7 with that for the swne Mach nudoer but
for ~; assmed constant at the zero-yaw value. For a Mach number of
infinity the ratio of yawed to normal heat-transfer coefficient (not
shown in fig. 10) is only slightly below that for l& = 7 and frau eqya-
tions (58) snd (66) is given by the relation
The application of the results of this investigateion must be stopped
short of the case of the parallel cylinder (A = 90°), since the initial
hypothesis that spsntise derivatives are identically zero does not apply.
The effect of heating or cooling on the ratio of yawed to nomnal
g heat-transfer coefficient is shown in figure l-lfor a Prandt1 mmher of







The effeet of surface-temperature level fram absolute zero to twice free-
stream staguatim temperature on the ratio of heat-transfer coefficients
is shown in figure 11 to be within HO percent of the insulated heat-
transfer-coefficient ratio for %/%0 less than 6.5.
me curves of figures 10 W ~ are essenti- ~d~endent ~
Prandtl nu?.iber,since–the effect of Prandtl nuaiberon
been approximately ticluded through a modflication to
tions. The effect of ~sndtl number is accounted for
the expression
heat trsnsfer has








H(tw--%h()to - twt -t %*OM7aw w -.
= ()e’WAe’WA=O p-p~ (70)
26
which iS shown in figure
there is at most about a
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12 for t#~ = 0.5. For a Prandtl number 0.7
2-percent effect at this tqerature level.
SUMMARY a? RESULTS
The eqwtions for cmpressible-bounds@-layer development over a
yawed infinite cyltider with heat transfer have been presented and solu-
tions obtained for stagnation-line flow. The folLowing are ambng the
results obtained:
1. The ratio of yawed to normal heat-transfer coefficient for the
stagnation line of a given cylinder varies with yaw angle A as
(COS A)l/2 for incompressibleflow end shows nearly that variation
for much of the subscmic range. Where the velocity normal to the cyl-
inder is superscmic, this ratio is again almost a unique function of
yaw sngle, the ratio bei@ in this case scmewhat lower than cos A.
Most of this decrease in heat-trsmsfer coefficient with yaw angle can
be accounted for by the chsnge h local flow quantities outside the
boundary layer that occurs as the normal Mach number and strength of
the bow shock chsnge with yaw angle.
2. The effect of large amounts of heating or cooling on the ratio
of yawed to normal heat-transfer coefficient is less than 10 percent
for values of the yaw parameter %/%0 less than 6 for surface- .
temperature levels from absolute zero to twice free-stream stagnation
temperature. Changing the Prandtl nuaber from 1 to 0.7 had at most a 2-
percent effect on the ratio of yawed to normal heat-trsnsfer coefficient.
3. The local recove~ factor at the stagnation line of yawed cylti-
ders is closely represented by Pr0”46. For most purposes this msy be
approximated by the square root of the Prandtl number.
4. Where the tidependenceprinciple does not apply, the effects of
yaw on chordwise wall shear are much larger on a percentage basis thsa
the corresponding effects on spanwise shear or heat transfer. For yaw
angles up to 450 and for all Mach nunibers,values of a local heat-
trensfer parameter — for stagnation-lime flow are less thsm 13
&w
percent above the zero-yaw value.
5. For favorable pressure gradient a chordwise velocity overshoot
is obtained where the sum of the surface temperature and the free-stream
stagnation temperature is greater .thsmtwice the external temperature
(tw + to > 2tNo)* While in the unyawed case velocity overshoot is
.NACA T&l3986
w
obtained only for heated surfaces, with yaw it is obtained also for
% cooled surfaces. Another unusual effect noted was that for Prandtl
27
num-
bers less than unity, when velocity overshoot was obtained for cm in-
sulated or cmled surface, the local stagnation enthalpy tithin the
boundary lsyer exceeded the stream stagnation enthal~.
6. The degree of secondary flow, as evidenced by the deflection of
the “wall” streamline ccmpared to the tiernal streamltie, increased with
wall temperature and yaw-angle psmmeter.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Adviso~ Committee for Aeronautics
Clevelaud, Ohio, April 4, 1957
t.
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APPENDIX A
SYM80LIS



























local skti-frictim coefficient :
specific heat at constsat pressure
dismeter of cylinder at stagnation line






























































T wall shear stress
* stresm function
Subscripts:
aw adiabatic wall -
c chordwise
e local.flow outside boundary layer (external)
H maximum
N component normal to cyltider axis
s spanwise
sl sta~at ion line
w wall or surface value
w free-stream qpsmtity ahead of bow shock wave
o free-streem stsgnation
A quantity pertainhg to





t clifferentiation with respect to q
. asymptotic quantity
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APPENDIX B
SOLUTION (3?0R1IUWR% D~ IAL EQ~TICINS
Solutions to eqyations (25) were obtatied independently at both the
Iewis and Langley laboratories of the NAC!A. The solutions to equations
(27) were obtained at the Langley laboratory. The procedue used at the
Lewis Iaboratory is the forward integration technique described in appen-
dix B of reference 27 and is based on five-point integration formulas.
This is the same procedure as that used in obtaining some of the solu-
tions presented in reference 15. An IBM card-progrmed electronic cal-
culator was used.
At the Lsngley laboratory the step-by-step integraticm procedure
described h reference 28 was used. This procedure seems somewhat su-
perior to the five-point technique and will therefore be described in
some detail. This particular procedure is a modification of the Runge-
Kutta method snd was developed primarily for automatic digital c~ut tig
machines. The Bell Telephone Laboratories X-66744 relay computer at
Langley is one of this type and was used for the present solutions. A
step size of 0.2 was used for all the solutions, although a few solutions
were ad socalculated with a step size of 0.1 for the purpose of eval~t -
. ing the error due to step size. The calculations were carried out to
7 = 6.0, since the results showed that the stresm boundary conditions
could always be satisfied to the desired degree of accuracy for ~ ~ 6.0.
.
Convergence to Boumdazy Conditions
The integration of the present eqwtions ccmstitutes a %wo-point
boundsry-value problem” h which the correct initial values at q = O
(such that the boundary conditions for large q are satisfied) of the
functions or their derivatives are usually found by a trial-and-error
or interpolarion method.
.
The procedure used to obtain convergence for the present solutions
involved an adaptation of Newtcm’s method to three Vartibles and the idea
that for large q the value of the fumctions depends on the assumed in-
itial values at q = O. Applying this procedure to eqmt ions (27) with




where the subscripts m smd w
tion at lsrge q sad at ~ = 0,













denote the computed values of the func-




The vsrious partial derivatives in eqwt ions (B2) may be evaluated
approximately from four trial solutims according to the follm.dng
table:







best solution of these four, ssy solution i, is then used to obtain
errors, tiich from equations (24) are

















axe then solved simultsaeously for df~, d8& snd
initial values are
(B4)
which msy be used for repeating the tiole procedure until.convergence is
attained. In the present problem, however, satisfactory convergence was
attatied by computing a trial solution with the corrected initial values
and then using the results of this new solution to reeval.uate df:, d8m,
end Q& from equations (B3); eqwtions (B2) were then solved for df~,
d% and dgJ by ustig the partial derivatives already obtained. A new
set of initial values is computed from equation (B4) end the results of
the new solution, and the procedure is repeated until the boundary con-
ditions are satisfied to the desired degree of accuracy. b most cases
four or five more trial solutims were required for this purpose, which
made a total.of about nine trial.solutions for say one case. Note, how-
.
ever, that h accordemce tith Newton’s method the above yrocedure cannot
be expected to give satisfactory convergence unless the errors C!f&,dflm,
and ~ from the original four solutions sze reasonably small. b the
present problem these errors were limited to about 0.4 before the partial
derivatives were evaluated.
Accuracy of Solution
The inherent error in the Runge--tta method is of the order of the
step size to the fifth power. A discussion of the errors in the imtegra-
tion procedure used here is given in reference 28.
An exsnple of the errors due to step size and initial values for one
of the present solutions is given in the fol-lowingtable for the case
t#o =-1.5, WNo = 1.2, and Pr = 1:
Step Elitid Values Boundary conditions
size f: e’
at q = 6.0
w f’(6.0) 6(6.0)
0.2 1.664076 0.610859 0.999684 0.999998
.2 1.664085 .610863 .999987 .999999
.1 I1.664085 I .610863I .999328I1.000027
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Inspection of the table indicates that the value of f‘ at large q is
.
relatively sensitive to both the tiitial values and the step size. This
is in accordance with the values of the partial derivatives, which for h
this case were
af: af:
Fv = 28.4 F; = 15.4
aem aem
~= -0.51 ~= 1.56
w w
In general, all the solutions were repeated
in the boundary conditions was at most 0.0001 in
until the maximum error
f’ and 0.00001 in G
orgat~ = 6.0 with a step size of 0.2. Reducing the step size to
0.1 gives a more accurate solution, which csn be used to evaluate the
errors in the initial values f: and 8; for the 0.2 step size. Thus,
the sample solutions given in the table indicate that reducing the step
size to 0.1, but using the same fiitial values, increases the errors in
the outer boundary conditions by O.0~66 for f‘(6.0) and by O.~003 for
9(6.0). Adding these changes to the maxm all-ble computing errors
of 0.0001 in f’(6.0) and 0.00001 in e(6.0) results in an improved eval-
uation of the actual errors, which would be approximately 0.0007 in 0
f’(6.0) sad 0.00004 in e(6.0). Fran these errors in f’ and f3 and
the values of the partial derivatives @.st given, the msximum errors in




Thus, the initid values are accurate to at least the fourth decimal
place, assuming that a further decrease in step size would not have much
additional effect m the solutions. The functio~ f‘ and 6 are
evidently accurate to the third sad fourth decimsl places, respectively,
for large vslluesof ~.







Wmparison of the Two Techniques
Among the cases calculated, three for t.#0 = 1 were done inde-
pendently by both techniques. Comparisons of values of f$ and 13+














W% f(4) I f’(4) I f“(4) I e(4) I e’(4)
Five- Runge-Five- Runge-Five- Runge-Five-
point Kutta point Kutta petit Kutta point
1.1 3.39023.3901l.om 1.00000.00010 0.9996




There is a clifference of not more than 0.0001 in the hit ial val-
ues and not more than O.CK102in the functions near the outer edge of
the boundary layer. h examination of other Values of the flmctims
shows them to cliffer by 0.0002 or less for all vslues of q. It is
felt therefore that alJ tabulated values in tsbles 1, II, end III are
certa~ correct to three decfmsl places and that most of the tabula-
tions are probably correct to @. OC05.
.
.
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ASYMPTOTIC!SOLUTION
To examine the behavior of the presented solutions near the outer














The asymptotic form for f (designated ?) is assumed to consist
of a sum of terms, each smaller tti the preced~g. Only the first two
terms are considered her%in. The corresponding solutions for the#pan-






Since limv+f’ = 1, let
(C2)
where x is an undetermined cmstsnt.
.
If ?1 is inserted into equa-
tion (27), the corresponding spsnwise velocity function El and enthalpy
.-





both be 1. I&!erting equatims (Cl) and (C!2)into
dropping higher order terms result in
(C4)
Eqwtions (C3), (C4), smd (C5) are very similar to equations (B3) of ref-
erence 15. For Pr = 1 and t~~O = 1, they sxe identical. The pro-
cedure for obtaining the asymptotic-solution is stmilar to that h appen-
dix B of reference 15. Equation (C4) csu be integrated directly to give
which titegrates once again ta the complementary error function
or
i2=-
By use of equaticms (C4) ad (C6), eqpation (C5) can now be written
(C7)
6; + Pr(q - %)3; =
~(%) “-X’A1’W
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which has as its ccmplete solution
(C9)
where the coefficient ~ msy be evaluated by recognizing that the
ssyqtot ic fOrms &’2 ma 32 are identical for a Prandtl nmiber of 1.
From equations (C7) snd (C9) with P. = 1,
[1
~AI4’-%9+(%-1)= %1()—-‘0








~ expressions (C7) aui (Cll) for & and 62, respective~, WnOW
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For large q the right side of eqy.ation(C!12) can be rewritten







term is of the form




separately for Pr+l and
- y(q-x)z
B(q - X)N e (C15)
into equation (C14) and examining the results










It is to be noted that for EW K 1, equations (C16) and (C17) have
the same qualitative behavior; that is, they are both positive or nega-
tive depentig cm whether the quantity
F(%-)+*($-j]is
positive or negative.
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.
The complementary function for ?; cm be found by nottng that the
written
homogeneous part of eqmt ion (C12) is fieber’sequation. Eartree (ref.
9) gives the general solution for large values of the argument q - x,
v
which can be
[1$“;=A3(~ - X)-3 - - ~ + A4(v - %)2 (C18)
h order to satisfy the boundary condition lim ?~ = O, it is necesssry
~+m
equation (C18).totake A4=0 h
The asymptotic variations of velocity snd enthalpy functions are,
from equations ~C7), (CIJ), (C13), (C16), (C17), and (C18):
‘;’4+1 % J4%7)’w71(’-’‘l+mr(l-Pr -@d
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An exs.mination of equations (C18) for Pr K 1 smd equt ion (36)
for Pr = 1 shows that the velocity functions h these cases have the
same qualitative asymptotic behavior, stice the Al tezms in both cases
dc$ninateover the ~ terms.
8
l




STAGNATI~-L1313RECOVERY FACTOR FCIRYAWED CYLINDER
The evahat ion of the recove~ factor for the stagnation line of a
yawed cylinder in essentially incompressibleflow is accomplished by re-





lent expression 1 - —2cpto’ where —2c#~ <<1 and with I.lw << 1.
‘o
The resulting equations are —
g“+fg’=o. (D2)
(D3)
The first two of these eqyations me recognized as the momentum equations
for chordwise and spanwise incompressible st
yawed cylinder. T
ation-line flow over a
The energy equation (eq. (D3 ) must be further reduced






The expression for e h terms of ~ beccunesfrom equations (14)
and (D4)
(gz+g-l)g
e =1+ to - tw
(D5)
Substitution of relations (D5) and (D2) into eqp.ation (D3) yields
2
‘efor finite —2c@o
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$ the value of ~ at the wdl becomes the recovery factor and frca equa-
;





For the present paper values of ~ were obtained for Pr = 0.7,
0.8, 0.9, and 1 and are shown ti table IV. The value indicated for
1% = 0.7 agrees with that of Schuh.
A recovery factor for the stagnation line defined in terms of free-
stream static temperature is related to ~w as follows:
t
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TABLE I. - STA~NATION-L~EFLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE CYLINDER





































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE
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TABLE 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE






















































































































































n f f! f1, e e!
o O.ooml 0.000o 1.3679 0.0000 0.6174
.2 .0271 .2690 1.3014 .1234 .6163
.4 .1060 .5137 1.1320 .2461 .6086
.6 .2299 .7179 .9038 .3661 .5889
.8 .3899 .8740 .6570 .4806 .5538
1.0 .5763 .9817 .4249 .5865 .5030
1.2 .7797 1.0465 .2307 .6810 .4393
1.4 .9926 1.0773 .0861 .7618 .3680
1.6 1.2091 1.0843 -.0082 .8281 .2953
1.8 1.4254 1.0770 -.0590 .8802 .2269
2.0 1.6394 1.0629 -.0776 .9194 .1670
2.2 1.8504 1.0473 -.0759 .9477 .1178
2.4 2.0584 1.0332 -.0638 .9673 .0797
2.6 2.2639 1.0220 -.0484 .9802 .0517
2.8 2.4674 1.0138 -.0340 .9885 .0322
3.0 2.6696 1.0082 -.0223 .9936 .0193
3.2 2.8709 1.0046 -.0137 .9965 .0111
3.4 3.0715 1.0025 -.0080 .9982 .0061
3.6 3.2719 1.0013 -.0044 .9991 .0032
3.8 3.4721 1.0006 -.0021 .9996 .0017
4.0 3.6722 1.0002 -.0005 .9998 .0008







TABLE I. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE




n f f, f“ e el
o 0.0300 0.0000 1.4313 0.0000 0.6254
.2 .0284 .2813 1.3584 .1250 .6242
.4 .1107 .5359 1.1736 .2492 .6161
.6 .2398 .7465 .9259 .3706 .5953
.8 .4059 .9051 .6601 .4862 .5584
1.0 .5984 1.0118 .4128 .5928 .5052
1.2 .8076 1.0731 .2089 .6874 .4390
1.4 1.0253 1.0990 ,0602 .7680 .3655
1.6 1.2456 1.1008 -.0334 .8336 .2913
1.8 1.4648 1.0887 -.0807 .8848 .2221
2.0 1.6808 1.0707 -.0946 .9231 .1622
2.2 1.8930 1.0522 -.0880 .9504 .1134
2.4 2.1018 1.0361 -.0718 .9692 .0761
2.6 2.3077 1.0236 -.0533 .9815 .0490
2.8 2.5115 1.0146 -.0368 .9893 .0302
3.0 2.7138 1.0086 -.0238 .9941 .0179
3.2 2.9151 1.0049 -.0145 .9968 .0102
3.4 3.1158 1.0026 -.0084 .9983 .0056
3.6 3.3162 1.0014 -.0046 .9992 .0029
3.8 3.5164 1.0007 -.0024 .9996 .0015
4..0 3.7165 1.0003 -.0012 .9998 .0007
4.2 3.s166 1.0002 -.0006 .9999 .0003
4.4 4.1166 1.0301 -.0003 1.0000 .0001
4.6 4.3166 1.0000 -.0001 1.0000 .0001
4.8 4.5166 1..0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.0 4.7166 1.0000 .0000 1.OCK)O .0000
5.2 4.9166 1.0000 .0000 J_.0000 .0000
5.4 5.1166 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.6 5.3166 1.00+20 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.8 5.5166 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000







































































































































































































TABLE I. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED ~INITE
CYLINDER WITH PRAITDl?LNUM8ER @ 1
% to
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TABLE 1. - Contlnuecl. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWEO INFINITE
CYLINDER WITH PRANDTL NO’NBEROF 1
t+ to
~ = 0.25; —= 3.0
%Jo
?’? f f, f“ e g,
o 0.0000 0.0000 1.3644 0.0000 0.5976
.0262 .2563 1.1918 .1195 .5965
:: .1000 .4748 .9898 .2382 .5895
.6 .2134 .6517 .7799 .3545 .5716
.8 .3580 .7874 .5799 .4659 .5401
1.0 .5258 .8852 .4029 .5696 .4946
1.2 .7099 .9905 .2574 .6630 .4372
1.4 .9044 1.0115 .1466 .7440 .3721
1.6 1.1049 1.0200 .0690 .8116 .3044
1.8 1.3082 1.0210 .0200 .8659 .2391
2.0 1.5124 1.0182 -.0070 .9077 .1803
2.2 1.7163 1.0141 -.0187 .9386 .1306
2.4 1.9195 1.0100 -.0211 .9606 .0908
2.6 2.1219 1.0067 -.0187 .9756 .0606
2.8 2.3236 1.0042 -.o145 .9854 .0389
3.0 2.5247 1.0025 -.0103 .9916 .0239
3.2 2.7253 1.0014 -.0068 .9953 .0142
3.4 2.9257 1.0008 -.0042 .9975 .0081
3.6 3.1259 1.0004 -.0024 .9987 .0044
3.8 3.3260 1.0002 -.0013 .9994 .0023
4.0 3.5261 1.0001 -.0007 .9997 .0012
4.2 3.7261 1.0001 -.0004 .9999 .M06
4*4 3.9261 1.0300 -.0002 .9999 .0003
4.6 4.1262 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0001
4.8 4.3262 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0001
5.0 4.5262 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.2 4.7262 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.4 4.9262 1.0000 .0000 1.OQoo .0000
5.6 5.1262 1.0000 .OCK)O1.0000 .0000
5.8 5.3262 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
6.0 5.5262 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
tw to
~= 0.5; —= 1.2
‘N.
n f f, f“ 8 g,
o 0.0000 0.0000 1.0409 0.000o 0.5530
.2 .0200 .1958 .9158 .1106 .5522
.0766 .3660 .7859 .2206 .5472
:; .1647 .5103 .6582 .3289 .5344
.8 .2791 .6288 .5379 .4337 .5114
1.0 .4151 .7262 .4288 .5328 .4773
.5682 .8022 .3331 .6239 .4327
;:: .7348 .8605 .2521 .7053 .3799
1.6 .9114 .9040 .1856 .7756 .3223
1.8 1.0956 .9356 .1329 .8341 .2637
2.0 1.2851 .9579 .0925 .8812 .2079
2.2 1.4783 .9733 .0625 .9177 .1577
2.4 1.6740 .9835 .0410 .9448 .1151
2.6 1.8714 .9901 .0260 .9642 .0807
2.8 2.0699 .9942 .0160 .9776 .0544
3.0 2.2690 .9967 .0096 .9865 .0353
3.2 2.4685 .9982 .0055 .9921 .0220
3.4 2.6683 .9990 .0331 .9956 .0131
3.6 2.8681 .9995 .0017 .9976 .0076
3.8 3.0E80 .9997 .0009 .9987 .0042
4.0 3.2680 .9999 .0004 .9994 .0022
4.2 3.4680 .9999 .c002 .9997 .0011
4.4 3.6680 .9999 .0001 .9999 .0006
4.6 3.8680 1.0000 .0000 .9999 .0003
4.8 4.0680 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0001
5.0 4.2680 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.2 4.4680 1.0300 .0000 1.0000 ,0000
5.4 4.6680 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
5.6 4.8679 1.0000 .moo 1.0000 .0000
5.8 5.0679 l.moo .0000 1.0000 .0000
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f, f 1, e er
).0000 1.2062 0.0000 0.5728
.2247 1.0394 .1145 .5719
.4154 .8973 .2284 .5659
.5720 .7005 .3403 .5509
.6965 .5469 .4480 .5242
.7920 .4120 .5491 .4851
.8627 .2988 .6413 .4350
.9130 .2080 .7226 .3768
.9473 .1385 .7918 .3148
.9697 .0880 .84%5 .2532
.98361 .05311 .89331 .1959
.9917 .0302 .9273 .1460
.9962 .0160 .9522 .1042
.9985 .0078 .9696 .0716
.9996 .0034 .9813 .0472
..0000 .0012 .9889 .0300
..0001 .0003 .9937 .0183
.0002 -.0001 .9965 .0107
.0001 -.0001 .9982 .0060
.0001 -.0001 .9991 .0033
.0001 -.0001 .9995 .0017
.0001 .0000 .9998 .0008
.0001 .0000 .9999 .00Q4
.0001 .0000 1.0000 .0002
.0001 .0000 1.0000 .0001
.0601 .0000 1.0000 .0000
.0001 .0000 1.0000 .moo
.0001 .Owlo 1.0000 .0000
.0001 .0000 1.CK)OO .Oooo
.0001 .moo 1.0000 .Oooo

































%- 0“5; ~= 2“2
.0273 .2654 1.2111 .1197
.1031 .4841 .9760 .238C
.2179 .6565 .7518 .355C
.3628 .7863 .5506 .4664
.5299 .8788 .3803 .570C
.7123 .9407 .2446 .663$
.9047 .9790 .1433 .744C
1.1028 1.0031 .0730 .8115
1.3040 1.0098 .0283 .8657
1.5063 1.0127 .0029 .9074
1.7088 1.0119 -.0091 .9384
1.9110 1.0096 -.0129 .9604
2.1126 1.0070 -.0124 .9754
2.313E 1.0047 -.0100 .9853
2.5146 1.0030 -.0072 .9915
2.7150 1.0018 -.0048 .9953
2.9153 1.0010 -.0030 .9974
3.1155 1.0006 -.0018 .9987
3.3155 1.0003 -.0010 .9993
3.5156 1.CK)O1-.om5 .9997
3.7156 1.0001 ~.0003 .9998
3.9156 1.0000 -.0001 .9999
4.1156 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
4.3156 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
4.5156 1.0000 .Oooo 1.0000
4.7156 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
4.9156 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
5.1157 1.0000 .0000 1.0000






































TABI& 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE



























































4.6698 1 l0000 .0000
4.8698 1.OCK)O .0000
5.0698 1 l0000 .0000







































































































.2990 .8720 .3892 .6387
.4881 1.0076 .5086 .5723
.6982 1.0842 .2604 .9168 .508?
.9189 1.1168 .0783 .7111 .4324
1.800011.O638I-.1O43] .93421 .1453
2.0108 1.0448 -.0862 .9585 .0992
2.2182 1.0295 -.0649 .9747 .0650
2.4229 1.0185 -.0454 .9852 .0409
2.6258 1.0111 -.0298 .9916 .0247
2.8275 1.0063 -.0185 .9954 .0143
3.0284 1.0035 -.0109 .9976 .0080
3.2290 1.0018 -.0061 .9988 .0043
3.4293 1.0009 -.0032 .9994 .0022
3.6294 1.0004 -.0017 .9997 .0010
3.8294 1.0001 -.0008 .9999 .0005
4.0295 1.OCQ1 -.0004 1.0000 .0002
4.2295 1.Oboo -.0002 1,0000 ,0001
4.4295 1.0000 -.0001 1.0000 .0000
4.6295 1.0000 .Oocm 1,0000 .0000
4.8295 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .00CM
5.0295 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .CQoo
5.2295 1.0000 .0000 1.00CQ .0000
5.4295 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .Ooccl
5.6295 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000
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~= 0.75; > = 1.2
Nn
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TABLE I. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE
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TABLE I. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE





































































































































































































































































TABLE I. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS





























































































































































































































































































































TABIJ3I. - Conthued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE


































= 1.0; —. .
‘Nn
f I fl I f“ I e
0.0000 0.0000 1.6149 0.000(
.0302 .2912 1.2987 .121[
.1124 .5208 1.0024 .242f
.2348 .6944 .7398 .361(
.3869 .8195 .5188 .473{
.5599 .9049 .3423 .5781
.7468 .9593 .2089 .671!
.9422
.9910 .1143 .751t
1.1422 1.0071 .0520 .8184
1.3444 1.0134 .0146 .8714
1.5472 1.0141 -.0050 .912(
1.7499 1.0127 -.0131 .941E
1.9520 1.0093 -.0145 .962$
2.1536 1.0066 -.0126 .9771
2.3.5471.0043 -.0097 .9864
2.5554 1.0Q27 -.0068 .992;
2.7558 1.0016 -.0044 .995?
2.9560 1.0009 -.0027 .997i
3.1562 1.0005 -.0016 .998f
3.3562 1.0002 -.0009 .9994
3.5563 1.0001 -.om5 .9997
3.7563 1.0000 -.0002 .9999
3.9563 1.Ooou -.0001 1.0000
4.1563 1.0000 -.0001 1.0000
4.3563 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
4.5563 1.0000 .moo 1.0000
4.7563 1.0000 .0000 I.000o
4.9563 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
5.1563 1.0000 .moo 1.0000
5.3563 1.0000 .0000 1.moo





























































































































































TABLE 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS Fm YAWED INFINITE





































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE


































































































































n f r, f,, e @l
) 0.0000 0.0000 3.8711 0.00CK)0.7742
.2 .0695 .6555 2.6962 .1546 .7705
.2472 1.0872 1.6505 .3069 .7476
:: .4917 1.3296 .8114 .4517 .6949
.8 .7694 1.4276 .2088 .5829 .6127
L.O 1.0563 1.4283 -.1669 .695& .5105
L.2 1.3371 1.3735 -.3537 .7866 .4018
L.4 1.6042 1.2959 -.4042 .8565 .2993
1,.6 1.8554 1.2173 -.3719 .9073 .2117
L.8 2.0919 1.1497 -.3012 .9425 .1426
?.0 2.3163 1.0974 -.2224 .9656 .0917
?.2 2.5318 1.0601 -.1524 .9802 .0565
?.4 2.7412 1.0356 -.0979 .9890 .0333
?.6 2.9466 1.0199 -.0594 .9941 .0189
?.8 3.1496 1.0107 -.0342 .9969 .0103
5.0 3.3511 1.0055 -.0188 .9985 .0053
5.2 3.5519 1.0028 -.0098 .9992 .M)27
5.4 3.7523 1.0013 -.0050 .9996 .0012
5.6 3.9525 1.0006 -.0025 .9998 .0304
5.8 4.1526 1.0003 -.cKl14 .9999 .0003
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TABLE 1. - Centinued. STA(lNATION-LINEFLOWSOLUTIONSFOR YAWED INFINITE



































































































































































~= 1’5; q--= 1.6
n
n f’ f! f“ e e,
o 0.00CQ 0.000o 1.9924 0.moo 0.6397
.2 .0367 .3514 1.5280 .1278 .6381
.4 .1347 .6144 1.1117 .2546 .6278
.6 .2774 .8004 .7600 .3780 .6028
.8 .4507 .9232 .4798 .4946 .5607
1.0 .6434 .9970 .2701 .6012 .5027
1.2 .8472 1.0354 .1241 .6949 .4332
1.4 1.0560 1.0502 .0313 .7741 .3582
1.6 1.2663 1.0506 -.0206 .8382 .2839
1.8 1.4758 1.0438 -.0437 .8880 .215a
2.0 1.6836 1.0343 -.0486 .9252 .1574
2.2 1.8896 1.2498 -.0438 .9517 .1101
2.4 2.0937 1.0171 -.0349 .9699 .0739
2.6 2.2965 1.0111 -.0254 .9819 .0747
2.8 2.4983 1.0068 -.0173 .9895 .0295
3.0 2.6994 1.0040 -.0111 .9942 .0176
3.2 2.9000 1.0022 -.0367 .9969 .Olm
3.4 3.1003 1.0012 -.0039 .9984 .0055
3.6 3.3005 1.0006 -.oozl .9992 .0029
3.8 3.5006 1.0003 -.0011 .9996 .0015
4.0 3.7006 1.0002 -.0006 .9998 .0007
4.2 3.9006 1.0001 -.0002 .9999 .0003
4.4 4.1007 I.000o -.0001 1.0000 .0001
4.6 4.3007 1.0000 .0000 1.0000 .0001







4.7007 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
4.9007 1.00U0 .0000 1.0000
5.1007 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
5.3007 1.0000 .Oooo 1.0000
5.5007 1.0000 .Oooo 1.0000
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TABLE 1. - Continued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE

















































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1. - COnthued. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS FOR YAWED INFINITE
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TABLE 1. - Concluded. STAGNATION-LINE FLOW SOLUTIONS





n f fl f !1 e e!
o 0.0000 0.0000 5.9032 0 l 0000 0.8666
.2 .1025 .9500 3.6549 .1730 .8605
.4 .3527 1:4s13 1.8409 .3421 .8236
.6 .6783 1.7214 .5479 .4995 ,7435
.8 1.0274 1.7438 -.2461 .6370 .6270
1.0 1.3681 1.6502 -.6321 .7492 .4933
1.2 1.6845 1.5100 -.7325 .8346 .3633
1.4 1.9721 1.3682 -.6667 .8957 .2519
1.6 2.2332 1.2480 -.5290 .9370 .1653
1.8 2.4732 1.1572 -.3809 .9635 .1032
2.0 2.6980 1.0943 -.2537 .9797 .0615
2.2 2.9124 1.0536 -.1583 .9891 l 0351
2.4 3.1205 1.0289 -.0931 .9944 .0192
2.6 3.3247 1.0148 -.0519 .9973 .0101
2.8 3.5268 1.0071 -.0275 .9987 .0050
3.0 3.7278 1.0031 -.0140 .9995 .0023








., s CG9 bmk 4132
L .

































































































































































































































































































































































0.0000 0.0000 2.8164 0.0000 0.72CH3 0.0000 0.4717
.0520 .4970 2.1505 .1439 ,.7175 .1048 .5752
.1900 .8615 1.5030 .2860 .7012 .2291 .6639
.3ss4 1.1032 .9307 .422S .6623 .3679 .7167
.6244 1.2410 .4683 .5493 .5988 .5121 .7155
2.1159 1.1257 -.2110 .9546
2.3371 1.0878 -.1671 .9730
2.5516 1.05s8 -.1239 .9s45
2.7612 1.0378 -.0869 .9914
2.9672 1.0235 -.0581 .9954
;:% ;:% 3% 1::;::
3.5743 1.C046 -.0136 .9994
3.7750 1. fX125 -.0378 .9997




































































.0294 .2644 1.2756 .1213
.1099 .5107 .9930 .2418
.2302 .6836 .7429 .3595
.3803 .8103 .5305 .4720
.5518 I .89851 .3585 I .5762
.7377 :9563 .%59 .6695
.9328 .9913 ,1292 .7500
1.1331 1. Olm .0630 ..9169
1.3361 1.0181 .0211 .8702
1.5400 1.0197 -.M27 .9111
1.7438 1.0178 - a0142 .9412
1.9470 1.0145 -.017s .9624
2.1496 1.0110 -.0170 .9768




2.9542 l: C022 -.0053 .9977
3.1543 1.C013 -.0034 .9988
3.3547 1.0008 -.0021 .9994
3.5548 1.0004 -.oo13 .9997
3.7549 1.0002 -.0007 .9999
3.9549 1.0001 -.0004 .9899
4.1550 l.ml -.0002 1.OCOO
4.3550 l. C(lOo -.0001 1. moo
4,5550 1.0000 .0000 1. OIXIO
4.7550 1.0000 .CHxCJ 1.0000
4.9550 l.(xxxl .Oooo 1.C030
5.1550 1.OM)O .OocMJ l.mo

































TABLE II. - Conohded. STAGNATION-LINS SOLUTIONS F~ YAWED INFINITE CYLINDER WITS PRANDTL N0MH%8 OF 0.7



































































3.9028 1,0007 -.0021 .9999
L.1029 1.0004 -.0012 .9999
*.3030 1.0002 -.0006 1.0000
i.5030 1.0001 -. CQ03 1.0000
$.7050 1.0001 -.0001 1.0000
1..9o3o 1.OCQ1 -.oml 1, Ocmo
5.1030 1.0001 .0000 1.0000
;.3030 1.0001 ,0300 1.0000
5.5031 1.0201 .0000 1.0000
5.70$1 1.0001
.CQm 1.0000

























.CQ02 1. CM367 -.0168
.OcKll 1.0031 -.ooe7






,0000 1.0000 -. CX301
,Oocd1.000ol .0000
‘aw to


































O,oooo 0.0000 3.8392 0, 000(
.0692 .6541 2.7135 ,155;
.2474 1.0934 1.7066 .3091














3. 84el 1.0038 -.0119


















4.4501 1. @305 -,0018 1,0000
4.6501 1.0003 -.0009 1.0000
4.8502 1.0001 -. CXX34 l, MOO
5.0502 1.0001 -.0002 1.0000
5.2502 1.OCQO -.0001 1. moo
5,4502 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
5,6502 1,0000 ,OCOO 1.0000
5.8502 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
9.0502 1. moo ,0300 1.0000
5.2502 1.0000 .0000 1.OMJO
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TABLE 111. - 8UNMARY OF HEAT-lTiANSFER
AND SKIN-FRICTION PAMMETEM FOR
YA~ STAGNATION LINZ











































































(b) Prandtl number, 0.7.
















.6838T1.6 1.57243.0 2.29026.5 3.8392 0 2.59170 3.41010 4.9239
.TABLE IV. - LOCAL RECOVERY FACTORS


















Yaw angle, A, deg
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(a) Wall-qramm ratio,.O #nd O.a,
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(b) Wmll-@te+waG ratio, 0.30 and 0.7S. a
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(o) Wall-temperature ratio, 1.0 and 1.5.
Flgume 2.
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(a) .tmanwikawlwity U+ .nthaby nmotim.
MSWO S. - VO1OO1IJYad wmalpy IXWfllea for Fracdtl mmbor of 0.7.
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Figure 5. - Effect of yaw on wall-she= function for stagnation-
line flOW. -.
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Figure 6. - Effect of yaw on
stagnation-line flow. (For
psrsrneter ~ is equal to
heat-transfer psrsmeter for
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howler end Mden (ref. 24)
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Figure LO. - Effect of yaw on heat-transfer coefficient at stagnation line of circular





















FigureIl. - Effectof surface-temeratum levelon heat-tranefer-
coefficient ratio. Prendtl numkrj 1.
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